Conduct, act, omission or occurrence which may constitute or be indicative of an Anti-Doping Rule Violation (ADRV)

International Testing Agency (ITA)

Preliminary Investigation

Should the person be notified of a potential ADRV?

YES

Investigation

Should the person be charged with an ADRV?

YES

Person is charged with an ADRV by ITA

ITA proposes a sanction

Does the accused person accept the proposed sanction?

YES

Settlement sent to WADA and NADO who have a right of appeal to CAS

Terms of the settlement published

NO

Decisions sent to NADO and WADA who have a right of appeal to CAS

Case closed by ITA

Prevention Intelligence from Events

confidential.wbsc@protonmail.com

WBSC Whistleblowing

Allegation Reported

WBSC Integrity Unit

Decision sent to NADO and WADA who have a right of appeal to CAS

Case closed by ITA

NO

Further Appeal Process

ITA refers the case to the CAS Anti-Doping Division

Decision sent to NADO and WADA who have a right of appeal to CAS

Decision published

CAS Appeals Division adjudicates the appeal

Decision published

Is this decision appealed?

YES

NO